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4 Posizioni indicati 

 by infomatique   

The Blue Note 

"Hip-hop and Soul Add to the Laid-back

Atmosphere"

The west side of the city is generally characterised by more traditional

pubs, but the Blue Note is the exception to this rule. The unobtrusive

lighting and contemporary decor attract a trendy, mid-twenties crowd. DJs

play seven nights a week here, featuring everything from house to funk to

soul. Notable DJs such as Fatboy Slim and Stevie G have performed here.

The bar staff are kept busy but stay friendly.

 +353 91 58 9116  3 William Street, Galway

 by Libertinus   

Electric Garden & Theatre 

"Party Galaxy"

Comprising of four distinct venues, Electric Garden & Theatre is a clubbers

delight. This lively, state-of-the-art establishment welcomes all who want

to have a fun time. From live performances to DJ acts, cabaret to dance

shows, they host various genre of music and shows. The main room -

Electric is the largest of all its spaces and the veritable party hub.

Accommodating 600 people, this is where all the parties and

performances happen. Biteclub is all about street food, DJs and partying

while The Glasshouse is a fabulous cocktail bar. Factory offers a diverse

range of programs in the basement that varies from food to art and

design. But one thing is sure, no matter whichever area you are in the

Electric Garden & Theatre, you will have a memorable time.

 +353 91 56 5976  www.electricgalway.com  info@electricgalway.com  36 Upper Abbeygate Street,

Galway

 by Vincent_AF   

Carbon Nightclub 

"Dance Away"

Carbon offers one of the best clubbing experience in Galway with

Ireland’s best DJ’s, alcohol, and a dance floor full of classy crowd. Deals

happening every day makes this place phenomenal. Theme nights, live

music, DJ beats and more keep this place always buzzing.

 +353 91 44 9204  www.carbongalway.ie/  bookings@carbongalway.ie  19 - 21 Eglinton Street,

Galway

 by Jakub Dziubak on 

Unsplash   

Busker Browne's 

"Drink and Dine"

On the site of the old slate nunnery stands this impressive pub and

restaurant. A place where the old meets new, Busker Browne's is one of

the most popular places in Galway. Three bars are warmed by log fires on

cold winter days. Busker's also serves good fresh food, including seafood

chowder, oysters and fresh Irish salmon. The Sunday morning jazz

sessions are a particular treat.
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 +353 91 56 3377  www.buskerbrownes.com/  alan.bradburn@buskerbro

wnes.com

 Cross Street, Galway
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